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By Herb McCormack

Paradise Cay Publications, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. To anyone interested in small-boat cruising and voyaging, the names Lin and
Larry Pardey need no introduction. As world-girdling sailors who roamed the planet on a pair of
small, engineless boats that they built themselves, the Pardeys established their hard-earned
reputations by eloquently (and sometimes controversially) telling their stories through a series of
best-selling books and manuals, and countless seminars and boat shows. They have been called the
first couple of cruising and have remained true to their mantra: Go simple, go small, go now. And
after 200,000 miles of cruising under sail, they ve demonstrated that the dream of voyaging over the
horizon is not only attainable, it s affordable. The children of modest, middle-class families, their
message of accessibility into the world of cruising-of taking your own floating home anywhere-has
proved irresistible to tens of thousands of sailors. Lin and Larry Pardey became cruising royalty not
solely due to their impressive deeds but also through their rare ability to share what they d learned
across multiple media. Seemingly every offshore cruiser knows who they are and what they
represent. Or do they? In...
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It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
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